
 

 

 

Many educators define the differ-

ence between themes and pro-

jects by categorising themes as 

‘teacher led’ and projects as 

‘child led’. In reality it is more 

complex than this. In the tradition-

al approach to teaching themes, 

an educator would predetermine 

the topics and could thus plan 

months in advance. This made 

themes quite a structured ap-

proach to education and as-

sumed children would be interest-

ed in learning the same things at 

the same time. CON’T ON BACK... 

 

 

Name: Kirsten Hender 

Centre: Little Owl Learning Centre  

Years as an educator: Five years  

What else do you do for fun? I love 

to walk my dogs who are more like 

my children! I enjoy going to the 

gym and working on personal de-

velopment. I also love my role as a 

Respite Worker and working closely 

with families with children who have 

disabilities. Travelling whenever pos-

sible! Favorite memory as an edu-

cator? I could never choose just one 

but the most memorable moments 

for me are when you have helped a 

child accomplish a goal they've set 

for themselves and seeing the pride 

in their little faces!    What do you enjoy most about being an educator? 

Working alongside children who have came from less than desirable 

backgrounds and being a strong, constant support in their lives.  
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Awareness  
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Sat, Feb. 8  
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Teacher Tom 
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www.mhdcca.com 
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 In early childhood, our trends of pedagogical practices change and evolve as we continue building research into 

child development and learning processes. In past years a common approach to early childhood education was 

the thematic approach, whereas in more recent years the project approach has become popular. However, it has 

been my experience that many educators continue to disagree about what constitutes a project as opposed to a 

theme. There are many services that employ a more flexible approach to themes and believe they are engaging 

in project work. But there are distinct differences between the two, which is useful to understand. 

Teacher vs child led: In more recent years, the trend seems to be to base a theme on the interests of the children 

and follow it as long as the majority of the children’s interest is maintained. But this does not make your approach a 

project approach. While a project is based on the children’s interests (those that are meaningful and worthy of 

attention) and encouraged through intentional scaffolding, there are other important distinctions to be made. 

Whole group vs small group: In thematic education, the chosen theme of the week/month would set the founda-

tion of all learning for children in any given classroom. This assumes that the whole group’s interest in any particular 

topic can be maintained. And while this might be effective 

in a classroom of 10 children, it is somewhat presumptuous 

in a class of 20. As recognised by Bonnay (2017), this could 

lead to disengagement in the classroom. 

A project approach, on the other hand, usually involves a 

small group of children who have displayed a common in-

terest. Of course a whole group can be involved in a pro-

ject (or an individual child for that matter), but it is more 

likely to be centred around a small group, which allows for 

more sustained and meaningful learning.  This difference 

becomes reflected in the environment. If you are setting up 

every area of your room according to the current interest of 

a majority group, you are still engaging in themes. The 

beauty of a project approach is that it allows for several 

topics to be explored in one classroom, at any given time. 

Broad vs specific: When we apply themes in early child-

hood we would usually choose topics that are fairly broad 

to allow us more movement within the curriculum; for exam-

ple, one might choose ‘seasons’ or ‘space’ as a theme. 

Alternatively, projects should be defined by the direction of 

research; for example, a project might be ‘Why do people 

float on the moon?’, where the theme would be ‘space’. 

While this specificity might seem restricting at first, the idea 

of a project is to follow the child’s line of enquiry, to observe the human narrative. This is something that themes do 

not allow for. In projects, children will determine the questions to be answered (Katz & Chard, 1992). 

It becomes clear that there are distinct differences between the thematic and project approach to early educa-

tion. While both have their benefits, projects give autonomy back to the learner and allow for them to follow their 

stream of consciousness in a way themes do not. It is important not to get too caught up in the ‘child led’ of it all. 

Whatever approach you choose, curriculum should always balance children’s interests with intentional thinking, 

planning and scaffolding from educators.  

http://thespoke.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/themes-vs-projects-spot-difference/  
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